Abstract. Multitaper spectral analysis using sinusoidal taper has been carried out on the backscattered signals received from the troposphere and lower stratosphere by the Gadanki Mesosphere-Stratosphere-Troposphere (MST) radar under various conditions of the signal-to-noise ratio. Comparison of study is made with sinusoidal taper of the order of three and single tapers of Hanning and rectangular tapers, to understand the relative merits of processing under the scheme. Power spectra plots show that echoes are better identified in the case of multitaper estimation, especially in the region of a weak signal-to-noise ratio. Further analysis is carried out to obtain three lower order moments from three estimation techniques. The results show that multitaper analysis gives a better signal-to-noise ratio or higher detectability. The spectral analysis through multitaper and single tapers is subjected to study of consistency in measurements. Results show that the multitaper estimate is better consistent in Doppler measurements compared to single taper estimates. Doppler width measurements with different approaches were studied and the results show that the estimation was better in the multitaper technique in terms of temporal resolution and estimation accuracy.
Introduction
It is well known that the spectral estimation through Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to a finite length data gives rise to leakage and picket fence effects. Weighting the data with suitable windows can reduce these effects. Tapering is another name for the data windowing operation in the time domain. Harris (1978) had given a detailed account on spectral leakage due to the application of various single tapers in the harmonic analysis. Single taper smoothed spectrum estimates are plagued by a trade-off between the variance of Correspondence to: V. K. Anandan (anandanvk@hotmail.com) the estimate and the bias caused by spectral leakage. A taper is applied to reduce bias by discarding data and thereby increasing the variance of the estimate. Single taper estimators, which are less affected by leakage, not only have increased variance but also can misrepresent the spectra of non-stationary data. So, as long as only a single data taper is used, there will be a trade-off between the resistance to spectral leakage and the variance of a spectral estimate. Single taper spectral estimates have relatively large variance (increases as a large fraction of data is discarded and the bias of the estimate is reduced) and are inconsistent estimates (i.e. the variance of the estimate does not drop as one increases the number of data). To counteract this, it is conventional to smooth the single taper spectral estimate by applying a moving average to the estimate. This reduces the variance of the estimate but results in a short-range loss of frequency resolution and therefore an increase in the bias of the estimate (Dimitris et al., 2000) . An estimate is consistent if the bias and the variance both tend to zero as the number of observations is increased. Thus, the problem associated with the spectral estimation of a finite length data by the FFT techniques is the problem of establishing efficient data tapers or data smoothing schemes.
Identifying atmospheric signals and computing three lower order spectral moments is central to the problem of extracting information from the Doppler spectra of the MST radar echoes. The straightforward method of analyzing the MST radar spectral data is based on identifying the most prominent peak of the Doppler spectrum for each range gate and computing three lower order spectral moments using the expressions given by Woodman (1985) . Since MST radar signals are characterized by a rapidly falling signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), detection of atmospheric signals in a weak SNR region is always difficult and leads to erroneous estimation of moments.
In the past detailed analyses were carried out to find the best single tapers which could be used for the atmospheric signals. Hooper (1999) showed that the most appropriate taper for MST radar signals is Hanning, which gives less leakage compared to Hamming and rectangular tapers. Observations show that the leakage may overestimate the noise level up to 28 dB for the strongest signals. Here we are present spectral estimation of atmospheric data using weighting functions of a higher order taper called multitaper. This paper demonstrates the capability and advantages of multitaper spectral analysis, and the results are, compared with those results obtained with Hanning and rectangular single tapers. Section 2 presents the brief background of multitaper analysis and the taper used in this study. Observation and results are presented in Sect. 3 and a conclusion is given in Sect. 4. Thomson (1982) introduced the multitaper spectral analysis technique and that has been applied widely to the signal analysis (Jeffrey et al., 1987) . In multitaper analysis the data are multiplied by not one, but several leakage-resistant tapers. This yields several tapered time series from one record. Taking the DFTs (Discrete Fourier Transform) of each of these time series, several "eigen spectra" are produced which are averaged to form a single spectral estimate. There are a number of multitapers that have been proposed. Some of them are Slepian tapers, Discrete Prolate Spheroidal sequences, Sinusoidal tapers, etc. The central premise of this multitaper approach is that if the data tapers are properly designed orthogonal functions, then under mild conditions, the spectral estimates would be independent of each other at every frequency.
Multitaper spectral analysis -theory
The multitapers are constructed so that each taper samples the time series in a different manner while optimizing resistance to spectral leakage. The statistical information discarded by the first taper is partially recovered by the second taper; the information discarded by the first two tapers is partially retrieved by the third taper, and so on. Only a few lower-order tapers are employed, as the higher-order tapers allow for an unacceptable level of spectral leakage. One can use these tapers to produce an estimate that is not hampered by the trade-off between leakage and variance that plagues single-taper estimates. Reidel and Sidorenko (1995) proposed a set of orthonormal tapers, which contain harmonically related sinusoidal tapers. These tapers are called sinusoidal tapers or minimum bias tapers. The continuous time minimum bias tapers are given as
and its Fourier Transform as
The discrete analogs of the continuous time minimum bias tapers are called sinusoidal tapers. The k-th sinusoidal taper is given by
where the amplitude term on the right a is normalization factor that ensures orthonormality of the tapers. These sine tapers have a much narrower main lobe and much higher side lobes. Thus, they achieve a smaller bias due to smoothing by the main lobe, but at the expense of side lobe suppression. Clearly, this performance is acceptable if the spectrum is varying slowly. The k th order sinusoidal taper has its spectral energy concentrated in the frequency bands,
The time domain representation of the sinusoidal taper of order factor k=1, 2, 3 is as shown in Fig. 1 . The sample values of data that are weakly weighted by the first taper are weighted strongly by higher order tapers. The data samples that are weakly weighted by both the first and second tapers is weighted by the third and fourth tapers strongly. Thus, the data is weighted equally at all points like the rectangular taper, with the additional flexibility that these tapers have a slope of fall of weighting function and thus reduce the leakage.
Observation and results
The MST radar at Gadanki (13.5 • N, 79.2 • E) is operates at 53 MHz with a peak power of 2.5 MW. A detailed system description may be obtained from Rao et al. (1995) and further changes on the radar system from Anandan et al. (2001) . There are three cases of analysis presented here, one with low SNR, a second with good SNR and a third to show the improvement in detectability by SNR enhancement. The data used for the analysis is taken on 11 April (low SNR), 10 May (good SNR) and 25 July 2002 (long time data set) with 6 beam directions (zenith-X, zenith-Y in vertical and east, west, north, south directions with 10 • off-zenith) and 150-m range resolution. For multitaper spectral estimation, sinusoidal taper and for single tapers Hanning and rectangular tapers were used. We have used up to third order of sinusoidal taper, which is found to be optimum in the analysis. Frequency domain correction is applied for removing the ground clutter. Noise is removed from the spectra by using the method followed by Hildebrand and Sekhon (1974) before computing the three lower order moments, by identifying the strongest peak signal. On 10 May, data is recorded for 45 min, having 12 frames in each beam. An average of the mean Doppler frequency is estimated and a standard deviation is calculated for three methods. Range gates from 3.6 to 22.6 km are used for moment estimation. Accordingly in 12 frames for each beam there are 1548 range gates available. Table 1 shows the number of range gates that failed to detect the correct mean Doppler frequency and the percentage of range gates having a standard deviation of more than 0.5 (a value selected to show the relative difference) of average mean Doppler, using sinusoidal, Hanning and Rectangular tapers. It is observed that in all beams the sinusoidal taper gives the smallest number of range gate corruption, followed by Hanning and rectangular tapers. In the case of single taper estimation, the Hanning taper shows better performance, as it supports the observation made by Hooper (1999) . Figure 3 between sinusoidal and Hanning taper, and between sinusoidal and rectangular taper, (a) and (b) for west 10 • beam, (c) and (d) for zenith beam (e) and (f) for north 10 • beam, respectively. The diagonal line in all scatter plots represents equal value points. The arrow in the second column indicates those points where the sinusoidal taper has consistent estimation of mean Doppler, where it has failed in the other two cases. The consistency in estimation is poor in the case of the rectangular taper compared to the Hanning taper. In all methods consistency is better in the case of the zenith beam, which indicates that noise variance is greatly influencing Doppler detection and in the case of sinusoidal taper the variance is greatly reduced there by better consistent detection of the mean Doppler frequency.
On 11 April, data is recorded for 30 min with 8 frames in each beam. The average of the mean Doppler frequency is estimated and the standard deviation is calculated for three methods. Since radar backscattered signals were weak on Table 2 shows the number of range gates which failed in detecting the correct mean Doppler frequency and the percentage of range gates having a standard deviation of more than 0.5 of average mean Doppler observed in sinusoidal, Hanning and rectangular tapers-based analysis. In this case as well, in all beams the sinusoidal taper shows the smallest number of range gate corruption, followed by the Hanning taper but the percentage of corruption in all methods is larger compared to the earlier observation. Figure 4 To show the improvement in detectability by sinusoidal taper analysis, a long set of data is used for a period of 6 h on 25 July 2002. In this observation data are collected for 15 min in every one hour period. Figure 5 shows the comparison of SNR between the sinusoidal versus the Hanning taper, and the sinusoidal versus the rectangular taper, (a) and (b) for the west 10 • beam, (c) and (d) for the zenith beam, (e) and (f) for the north 10 • beam, respectively. Only range gates with correctly detected Doppler between 3.6 and 22 km are shown in the plots. Most of the points lie below the diagonal line indicating that SNR computed through the sinusoidal taper has higher values compared to Hanning and rectangular taper estimation. In all cases the sinusoidal taper shows a difference of around 5-7 dB in the high SNR regions and it is around 5-10 dB in the low SNR regions. In the case of the rectangular taper, a larger number of range gates shows a large difference compared to the estimation through the Hanning taper. The result further suggests that multitaper spectral analysis improves SNR and thereby signal detectability.
Atmospheric signals are highly contaminated with noise and are often difficult to discern from the noise background. Multitaper spectral estimation reduces spectral leakage and variances of the noise, so the method yields a better estimate within such an environment. Figures 6a-c show the power spectra plot of a region of weak echoes between 20.40 to 21.60 km, estimated using Hanning, rectangular and sinusoidal tapers, respectively, for one incoherent integration and Figs. 6d-f for three incoherent integrations. It is clear from the plots that the echoes are better defined in the multitaper spectral estimate than with the other single tapers. The ambiguity in identifying the echoes is much smaller in the case of the multitaper method. The result also shows in the case of sinusoidal taper that the spectral peak and the valley point (signal boundaries) are easy to identify, leading to better estimation of the signals. Figures 7a and b show the Doppler width (half) estimated using three methods for the case of one-incoherent integration and three-incoherent integrations (averaging time of 10 min). In the case of oneincoherent integration, the sinusoidal taper spectral estimate always shows higher Doppler width than that of single taper estimates. In the three-incoherent integrations the values of the Doppler width are comparable in all estimates. The maximum change in Doppler width from one-incoherent integration to three-incoherent integrations for the sinusoidal taper is around 40%, and for that of single tapers it is around 100%. Incoherent integration improves detectability and reduces noise variance. The significant change in Doppler width observed in the case of single tapers may be attributed to the removal of additive noise fluctuation over the signal taper and thereby detection of the signal envelope. In the case of sinusoidal taper it is almost achieved in one-incoherent integration already. Doppler transience over the averaging time may also contribute to the increasing of the Doppler width for all estimates.
The Doppler width is one of the important parameters for studying the turbulence and dynamics of the atmosphere. Doppler width is affected due to beam broadening, shear broadening and contamination due to transience (Hocking, 1985 (Hocking, , 1986 (Hocking, , 1996 Fukao et al., 1994) . The first two terms are due to finite beam width and tilting of the beam from the vertical. The contamination due to transience of atmospheric motion arises due to changes in the wind during the beam dwell time (Fukao et al., 1994) . This is important when the frames are averaged for a longer duration. In the case of the multitaper estimation technique, averaging of the frame is not necessary, so the effect due to transience during integration period may be neglected compared to the average spectra of the single taper. Therefore, the improvement in measuring the Doppler width is a distinct advantage in this method. The analysis is carried out for all beams and similar results are observed.
Conclusion
Spectral estimation using a higher order taper is carried out and the results were compared with the single taper estimates. Multitaper spectral estimation reduces variances of the noise and the method yields a better estimate within such an environment. On the observation of different cases of comparable to that of the three incoherent integrations. Thus, the results show that multitaper-based spectral analysis gives a distinct advantage over the conventional method of single taper spectral analysis. Multitaper estimation involves a complex computation compared to that of the single taper estimation method; however, in the present technology this limitation is not a bottleneck for implementation of the algorithm in real-time processing or of-fline analysis.
